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Makeup Is Art: Professional Techniques for Creating Original Looks
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Top makeup professionals, many from London's famed Academy of Freelance Make-up, provide us a glimpse
into their glamorous world. Probably the most stunning information to makeup art currently available has an
update, complete with 32 extra webpages, additional step-by-step guidelines, and new, cutting-edge
styles!More makeup! from ultraviolet make-up to ingenious SFX looks created for film and video. These
professionals offer imaginative suggestions, inside knowledge, and an abundance of assistance for aspiring
artists, along with instructions for a variety of inventive appears using specialist techniques—
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Still, my budget pointed out that the reserve was only a wee bit pricey to buy on an artistic whim
therefore i waited, and waited - and waited - until it finally went on sale and I pounced. This definitely is
an awesome art book. And yup, all my site visitors cherish it and can't resist thumbing through. It emerged
in ideal condition, no scratches or rips. It does begin by exceeding quick skin care ideas, gave great
information but nothing you wouldn't observe in another make-up/beauty book. After that it dives directly
into the encounter, and the face structure, base, primers, etc...giving quick yet detailed info.Starting with
the eye, and various textures of eyeshadow, eyeliners, and lashes. AN EXCELLENT quality makeup tome
was hard to find. If you're searching for a book that is going to give you very detailed details, this is not
the book. Many books simply cover the fundamentals and doesn't have ANY insight or career advice.
Disappointed I bought this for my niece who is very much into arts. Besides that I liked the book and it
was definitely worth the wait, and an absolute must have for any makeup lover. Part note, the school is
quite prestigous. But all extremely briefly, like maybe 2 pages with one of those pages being a photo. But
sadly the book mostly shows weird make ups AND will not provide any guidance to really reproduce these. A
very nice surprise was addressing the end of the reserve where not only did they do a Q and A to getting
into the constitute artistry business but also what to do and expect at fashion shows (backstage and
catwalk).Today the 4 stars basically comes from having less diversity in the book, about half way through I
understood there were practically simply no darker toned women, or minorities for example, in the book.
That if you ask me is an concern and it bugged me never to see people who look like me, especially when i
know you will find loads of asian and black models in the industry. I do desire there was more info on the
photos themselves, maybe quick ideas or something, instead of 5 webpages of photos in a row to consider
up space. From there, they do have a little section on period (10 years) looks, they were for the most part
okay. Three Stars some great pics Gorgeous coffee table book In perfect condition. I had wished this
publication for about 5 weeks, but kept getting sidetracked. Very thick, durable hardback reserve with a
slip cover on top, ideal for a coffee desk book. It was everything I anticipated it to end up being, especially
because it can be from Academy of Freelance Makeup. For all of those other book, they do go over a red
carpet look, working with musicians and actresses/actors, editorial and advertising. I expected nothing
short of perfect from them. When I was an aspiring make-up artist, I wanted to collect every resource
of knowledge about the craft as possible. There exists a quick page on the standard smokey eye look, that
is quite pretty, followed by several pages of eye appears and quick instruction on how best to apply. Plenty
of books are lacking where this book excels. Besides that, you'll find nothing at all I possibly could complain
about." Definitely the first makeup publication I've encountered that place brands. Also, it has a great
section on backstage etiquette and how to be considered a successful makeup associate. The information
section is reasonable and doesn't pull any punches on how hard this career is. The majority of the details
requires an immediate knowledge of makeup, cosmetic makeup products and how to apply them. (*cough*
Jemma Kidd.First, the initial review I read was spot on. I must say, this book is typically not for beginner
makeup performers. It brushes past fundamental knowledge like skincare and basis. Wasn't a problem for
me personally, but for rookies, it will likely be a tiny letdown. This reserve ACTUALLY names real items
instead of just stating "a luminizing foundation. This is a wonderful addition to my collection. It's lovely, and
definitely worthy of all 5 stars.Following lips, each goes over three lip looks, fundamental but statement lips.
It appeared interesting from the few pages displayed on Amazon. Near the end of the publication is where
it really gets into very colorful, adventurous, and edgy make-up, including body art. Great strategies for
the advanced artist This book has given me some very nice tips. It doesn't cover basic makeup program,
but it does go into how to give professional and unique results for fashion. Received quickly. At the end
they cover the various tools of the trade, which I think they could have beefed up some more. Overall
great reference book (and even an excellent coffee table book). DOnt waste your cash its just a bunch of
photos zero techniques Gorgeous and Educational I am stalking this book. I read an assessment that

suggested that this book works great as an over-all coffee table art book and I was charmed more than
enough to consider purchasing it.Amazing Artistic book Let me just start of by saying Amazon's shipping is
astounding, less than $10 I received same day time shipping.It had been totally worth the wait around.)
The photos are excellent, unique and I certainly experienced some envy for the performers having such
sheer and beautiful talent. Took significantly less than 6 hours to get to my doorstep! It's well made, with
huge glossy amazing shots of the models and their super creative makeup. But now the book, I am stalking
it for a long time today and it provides definitely delivered.Second, in the event that you in fact are inspired
to place this makeup on yourself (guilty) or you want to put makeup in others (not liable) then this
publication will actually provide you with a really professional guidebook on how to emulate what you see
about the page complete with loads of sector tips and profession artist know-how.All in all, it's an
extremely beautiful guide to make-up and all the looks - like the crazy runway types - elicit some fun
reactions. Phenomenal photos Completely beautiful book. It even goes into things like body color and
prosthetic/accessory applications to the facial skin (for example that bejeweled look on the cover).
Beautiful book for makeup artists, for inspiration and makeup book collectors alike Just got the reserve
today and I am extremely impressed! Magali Increíble ??? Constitute artist dream Gift and he loves it. He is
a constitute artist in NY. Five Stars Perfect!
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